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Phase stability of stable and metastable vanadium nitrides is studied using density functional theory DFT
based total-energy calculations combined with cluster expansion Monte Carlo simulation and supercell meth-
ods. We have computed the formation enthalpy of the various stable and metastable vanadium nitride phases
considering the available structural models and found that the formation enthalpies of the different phases
decrease in the same order as they appear in the experimental aging sequence. DFT calculations are known to
show stoichiometric V2N to be polymorphic in -Fe2N and -Fe2N structures within a few meV and VN to be
more stable in WCBh phase than in the experimentally observed NaClB1 structure. As these nitrides are
known to be generally nonstoichiometric due to presence of nitrogen vacancies, we used cluster expansion and
supercell methods for examining the effect of nitrogen vacancies on the phase stability. It is found that nitrogen
vacancies, represented by , stabilize -Fe2N phase of V2N1−xx and NaClB1 phase of VN1−xx compared
to -Fe2N and WCBh phases respectively, rendering the computed phase stability scenario to be in agreement
with experiments. Analysis of supercell calculated electronic density of states DOS of VN1−xx with varying
x, shows that the nitrogen vacancies increase the DOS at Fermi level in WC phase, whereas they decrease the
DOS in NaCl phase. And this serves as the mechanism of enhancement of the stability of the NaCl phase.
Monte Carlo simulations were used for computing the finite temperature formation enthalpies of these phases
as a function of nitrogen-vacancy concentration and found close agreement for NaClB1 phase of VN1−xx
for which measured values are available.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.104111 PACS numbers: 61.50.Lt, 64.75.Ef, 71.20.Be
I. INTRODUCTION
Vanadium nitrides constitute key precipitates in the de-
sign of creep resistant, high-strength Fe-Cr-based steels.1–3
Vanadium nitrides are also interesting in view of their
potential application in hard coatings, catalysis, and
optoelectronics.4–9 In the vanadium-nitrogen system, three
nitride phases, V2N1−x -Fe2N type, VN1−x NaCl type,
and VN1−x have been identified and their crystal structures,
ranges of homogeneity and melting or decomposition tem-
peratures are determined.10 The variation in the composition
of these phases is known to be due to vacancies on the ni-
trogen sublattice.10 Properties of these nitrides are known to
depend strongly on their chemistry and structural state.11,12
The ground-state properties and phase stability of some of
these phases have been studied in a previous work13 via den-
sity functional theory DFT based electronic-structure total-
energy calculations. Based on the calculated formation en-
thalpies, it is shown that stoichiometric V2N is polymorphic
in -Fe2N, -Fe2N, and Fe2C structures within a few meV.
VN is found to have enhanced stability in WCBh phase by
180 meV/atom compared to the experimental NaClB1
structure. Supercell calculations of -Fe2N-type V2N and
NaCl-type VN with vacancies on the nitrogen sublattice have
shown that nitrogen vacancies lower the energy leading to
enhanced stability. However, the corresponding effect with
respect to -Fe2N and WCBh structures was not studied in
the previous work. To further understand the origin of en-
hanced stability of stoichiometric VN in WC phase com-
pared to NaCl phase, band-structure calculations were per-
formed for TiN and CrN in NaCl as well as WC structures.
Although all the three substances are known to form in the
NaCl structure, our DFT energetics shows that stoichiometric
CrN also has low energy in WC phase like VN while TiN is
seen to stabilize in NaCl structure. These observations indi-
cate that the influence of nitrogen vacancies on the phase
stability of vanadium nitrides should be studied more sys-
tematically. Recently, Lazar et al. Ref. 3 have made a DFT
study of stability of ternary V-Cr-N compounds with respect
to decomposition into V-N and Cr-N binary nitrides. How-
ever, this work did not consider the stability of VN and CrN,
and V2N between competing crystal structures, such as
WCBh structure for VN and CrN and -Fe2N structure for
V2N. Also, they have not included the VN1−x phase as well
as the various metastable vanadium nitrides that are known
to form in the system.
In Ref. 13, the VN1−x was not considered due to the
ambiguity regarding the crystal-structure data.10 Onozuka14
identified VN1−x after prolonged annealing of
VN1−x0.18x0.26 at 500 °C. This phase is found to
have an ordered arrangement of N atoms with doubling of
the lattice parameter of the NaCl-type structure. This phase is
proposed to have a crystal structure based on the space group
P42 /nmc No. 137 with a total cell occupancy in the eight-
fold multiple cell of 32 V atoms and 26 N atoms. The pro-
posed positions of the atoms in the structure model are re-
produced in Table I.
In Table I, , , , , , and  are the occupation prob-
abilities of nitrogen atoms on each site and obey the con-
straint that ++2+4+4+4=161−x. From the dif-
fraction intensities, values for ==1, = 34 , ==
7
8 , and
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= 12 were derived for a composition of VN0.81x=0.19.
A series of metastable phases is also reported to form
between the V terminal solid solution V and V2N1−x.
Carlson et al.10 have proposed a metastable phase diagram
for the vanadium end of the V-N system in their review.
Although the metastable phases are considered to involve
ordering of interstitial N atoms in one or another distortion
of the bcc lattice of elemental vanadium, their crystal struc-
tures have not been studied thoroughly. Therefore, in this
paper, we examine the energetics of available structural mod-
els of VN1−x and metastable phases and investigate the
phase stability of V2N1−x between -Fe2N and -Fe2N lat-
tices, and that of VN1−x between NaClB1 and WCBh lat-
tices within the pseudobinary model using cluster expansion
Monte Carlo MC methods combined with DFT total-energy
calculations.
Diverse reports concerning the number, structure, and sto-
ichiometry of metastable phases of vanadium nitrides exist in
the literature and the variations can be attributed to differing
thermal histories, aging times, and differences in the sample
compositions employed in the measurements. A typical aging
sequence below 550 °C of a supersaturated solid solution of
nitrogen in vanadium, V, is reported as below10
V→ V + V16N→ V + V9N2or V9N→ V
+ V8Nor V9N→ V + V2N1−x.
The inference of metastability of these phases is based on the
time dependence of their formation even though slow kinet-
ics during cooling to low temperatures can lead to their per-
sistence for prolonged periods of time. The metastable phase
with highest V concentration in this aging sequence with
V16N stoichiometry is found to have an unit cell 16 times
larger than that of the bcc vanadium.10,15 This supercell is
identified as a face-centered orthorhombic cell with as
=1.2140 nm4aV, bs=1.2504 nm4aV, and cs
=0.3035 nmaV. From the composition and symmetry, the
superlattice cell is inferred to contain 16 subcells and con-
sists of 32 V atoms and 2 N atoms for a net stoichiometry of
V16N with the N atoms occupying the 000 and 1/2,1/2,1/2
superlattice sites. A bcc supercell was constructed based on
this crystal structure data, in which, the N and V atoms are
placed, respectively, at 2a and 32o Wyckoff sites of the
space group I4 /mmm 139. The 2a site has coordinates
000 and 1/2,1/2,1/2 as stated above. The 32o site corre-
sponds to 1/8,0,0 and its transformations.
The second metastable phase is reported to have bcc
structure with a V sublattice parameter of aV=0.3046 nm,
which required a supercell with as=0.9139=3aV, when com-
bined with the N sublattice. This phase has I432 space group
symmetry. Within symmetry constraints, there are three pos-
sibilities for the location of N atoms.16 One possibility uti-
lizes tetrahedral sites and results in a stoichiometry of V9N2,
designated here as V9N2 Tet. The other two possibilities
utilize octahedral sites but result in appreciably different sto-
ichiometries, one with V9N1V9N1Oct1 and the other with
V9N2V9N2Oct2. We have deduced the atomic coordi-
nates of these three phases from the graphical description of
the structure of these phases by Potter et al. Ref. 16. Due to
weak electron-diffraction intensities, it was very difficult to
experimentally identify the correct structure from the three
possibilities.
For the third metastable phase in the foregoing aging se-
quence, a variety of incomplete structures and stoichiom-
etries have been proposed. We performed band-structure cal-
culation using crystal-structure data proposed by Galkin et
al. Ref. 17. Based on neutron diffraction, they have re-
ported an ordered phase with as=bs=22aV and with cs
=cV. This phase has the space group P42 /mnm with eight V
in 8i with x=0.625 and y=0.125; four V in 4f with x
=0.165; four V in 4f with x=0.379; and two N in 2a for a
net stoichiometry of V8N.
With regard to phase stability of V2N1−xx and
VN1−xx, it is particularly important to examine the effect
of nitrogen vacancies on the formation enthalpy between the
two structures considered for each of the phases. Thus, the
energetics of V2N1−xx between -Fe2N and -Fe2N lattices
and of VN1−xx between NaClB1 and WCBh lattices
have to be computed as a function of nitrogen-vacancy con-
centration. We consider these phases as pseudobinary sys-
tems with nitrogen and structural vacancies constituting the
two species keeping the occupancy of the V sublattice unal-
tered. Energetics of these phases is then examined within a
first-principles framework employing a sublattice cluster-
expansion SCE formalism which has been successfully
used to model anion and/or cation disorder in ceramic sys-
tems as well as phase stability in pseudobinary transition-
metal alloys.18–20 The SCE involves energy calculations for
several ordered superstructures representing various configu-
rations of N atom and  on the nitrogen sublattices, from
which values for the effective cluster interaction ECI pa-
rameters in a cluster expansion for the energy are extracted;
with such a cluster expansion, Monte Carlo simulations are
carried out to compute energy of the alloy as a continuous
function of composition, temperature, and short-range order.
In our previous paper Ravi Ref. 13, it is seen that stoichi-
ometric V2N is polymorphic in -Fe2N and -Fe2N structures
with negligibly small energy difference, whereas the stoichi-
ometric VN is found to have significantly low energy in
WCBh phase 180 meV/atom than experimental NaClB1
structure. It is also known that VN1−xx has a wider homo-
geneity region than V2N1−xx phase. Therefore, for
VN1−xx, we use both supercell and cluster expansion
methods for examining the phase stability with varying con-
centration of nitrogen vacancies.
TABLE I. Positions of the atoms in the structure model of
VN1−x based on the space group P42 /nmc No. 137 with origin
choice 1 Ref. 14.
2 N in 2a 4 V in 4c with z= 14
2 N in 2b 4 V in 4d with z= 14
4 N in 4d with z=0 8 V in 8e
8 N in 8f with x= 14 8 V in 8g with x=
1
4
8 N in 8g with x= 14 z=0
z= 14 8 V in 8g with x=
1
4
8 N in 8g with x= 14 z=
1
2
z= 34
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In the next section, we provide further details related to
the application of the SCE method to the study of phase
stability in V2N1−xx and VN1−xx. Section III A presents
the results of the direct calculations of crystal structures and
energetics of VN1−x and metastable vanadium nitrides as
well as results of supercell calculations for VN1−xx between
NaClB1 and WCBh phases. The results of the cluster ex-
pansion Monte Carlo simulations are presented in Sec. III B.
Summary and conclusions are given in the final section.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Cluster expansion and Monte Carlo simulations
The cluster-expansion method is extensively used for the
calculation of configuration dependence of the energy of
alloys.20–34 In the cluster-expansion method as applied to a
binary system comprising of A and B, one selects an under-
lying parent lattice and defines a configuration 	 by specify-
ing the occupations of each of the n lattice sites by an A atom
or a B atom. For each configuration, one assigns a set of spin
variables, Sˆ ii=1,2 , . . . ,n to each of the n sites with Sˆ i=
−1 or +1 depending on the site i being occupied by an A or
B atom, respectively. The problem of finding the energy of
the 2n possible configurations 	 can be exactly mapped onto
a generalized Ising Hamiltonian
ECE	 = J0 + 
i
JiSˆ i	 + 
j
i
JijSˆ i	Sˆ j	
+ 
k
j
i
JijkSˆ i	Sˆ j	Sˆk	 + ¯ , 1
where the J’s are the interaction energies effective cluster
interactions of various orders and the second term is a sum-
mation over all sites in the lattice, the third over all pairs of
sites, the fourth over all triplets, and so on. The interaction
energies possess the symmetry properties of the parent lat-
tice, and thus, all terms with equal coefficients in Eq. 1
may be grouped together. Consequently, Eq. 1 can be writ-
ten more compactly as
ECE	 = 
f
DfJf¯ f	 , 2
where f refers to symmetry-distinct cluster of atoms defined
as a figure comprising of several lattice sites e.g., pairs,
triplets, etc.. Df is the number of figures per lattice site, Jf is
the Ising-type interaction energy for the figure f , and the
“lattice-averaged product” ¯ f is defined as a product of the
variables Sˆ i, for all sites of the figure f and the overbar de-
notes an average over all symmetry equivalent figures
¯ f	 = 1NLRˆ
NL
Rˆ f 	 , 3
where the summation is over the NL space group operations
Rˆ  of the lattice. The completeness and orthonormality of
the set 	 f	
 of spin products in the space of all configu-
rations assure that expansions in Eqs. 1 and 2 are exact if
all 2n figures are used to describe all the 2n configurational
energies.
While mathematical completeness requires that all 2n
terms be included in Eqs. 1 and 2, physical intuition sug-
gests that some interactions are less important than the oth-
ers, and thus can be neglected. It is known that generally
good accuracy can be obtained by retaining only nF2n
interactions.25,26,30 Then, following Connoly and Williams,21
total energies of n	 structures are calculated directly
Edirect	 or EQM	 and the set of interactions 	Jf
 are
obtained by singular value decomposition SVD of the fol-
lowing expression:

	
n	 
f
nF
DfJf
CW¯ f	 − Edirect	2 = minimum. 4
This leads to
Jf
CW
=
1
Df

	
n	 ¯˜ −1	,fEdirect	 . 5
In Eq. 5, ¯˜ represents the in general rectangular n	nF
matrix with elements ¯ f	 and ¯
˜
−1	,f is the 	 , f element
FIG. 1. Color online Sketch of unit cells of structures consid-
ered for V2N and VN. Here a is -Fe2N structure and b is
-Fe2N structure. In the bottom row, c and d are NaClB1 and
WCBh structures of VN. For illustration of sublattice cluster ex-
pansion, atoms on the N sublattice are indicated by yellow and
orange balls, respectively. In a, the yellow atoms on the nitrogen
sublattice are active sites for N / substitution while orange atoms
are frozen. In the other structures, entire nitrogen sublattice is active
for N / substitution.
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of its inverse in case n	 = nF and the pseudoinverse ob-
tained via SVD if n	nF.
This means, if a hierarchy of interactions exists such that
nF2n interactions can describe ECE	 Eq. 2 with rea-
sonable precision underlying the calculation of EQM	,
then the energy of any of the 2n configurations can be calcu-
lated almost immediately by calculating the spin products
and summing Eq. 2. Thus, after an initial investment of
calculating n	 total energies 	EQM	
 using ab initio
method, one could predict the energy E	 of any of the
remaining 2n−n	2n configurations
ECE	 = 
	
n	
A	,	Edirect	 , 6
where
A	,	 = 
f
nF
¯ f	¯˜ −1	,f . 7
Equation 6 then establishes the existence of approximate
i.e., within a tolerance, E linear dependencies among the
energies of different configurations. A converged cluster ex-
pansion within a prescribed tolerance E can then be used to
obtain the energy of any of the 2n possible configurations, at
virtually no additional computational cost.
A SCE takes the same form as Eq. 2 and formally, each
ECI is also exactly given by Eqs. 4 and 5. As stated
previously, in this work, we construct cluster expansion for
V2N1−xx between -Fe2N and -Fe2N lattices and for
VN1−xx between NaClB1 and WCBh lattices, allowing
“substitution” of  in the N sublattices while in the other
sublattice V acts as a spectator species. The spectator atoms
do not explicitly enter the expression of the cluster expansion
because their configuration on their respective sublattice
TABLE II. First-principles calculated US-GGA structural and thermodynamic properties of stable and
metastable vanadium nitrides. T=0 K formation enthalpies, H, are given in meV/atom.
Phase
Lattice parameters a, b, c
Å
H
meV/atom
US-GGA Expt. Ref. 10 US-GGA
V32N26VN1−x 8.14, 8.22 8.28 −1028.7
V32N2V16N1 12.16, 12.16, 2.98 12.14, 12.50, 3.04 −155.8
V54N6-V9N1 Oct1 9.12 9.14 −267.7
V54N12-V9N2 Oct2 9.41 9.14 −130.5
V54N12-V9N2 Tet 9.38 9.14 −260.3
V8NV16N2 8.71, 2.97 8.58, 3.04 −335.0
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FIG. 2. Color online Formation enthalpy of pseudobinary
VN1−xx with respect to VN and V for NaCl and WC structures
obtained from supercell calculations. Nitrogen vacancies lower the
formation enthalpy of NaCl phase while they increase the formation
enthalpy of WC phase although this phase has low formation en-
thalpy at stoichiometric composition see Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. Color online Formation enthalpy of stable and meta-
stable vanadium nitrides as a function of concentration. Data repre-
sented by circles and diamonds are with respect to bcc vanadium
and isolated N2 molecule. Data represented by square are obtained
by combining the vacancy-induced decrease in formation energy
from Fig. 2 with the formation energy of NaCl-type stoichiometric
VN. The data point with V6N21 label corresponds to -Fe2N type
V2N phase, obtained using a similar procedure. Tie lines are drawn
connecting low-energy structures, one including structures with ni-
trogen vacancies and another neglecting structures with nitrogen
vacancies. Experimental values are from Ref. 10. This figure is
actually an updated version presented in a previous work Ravi
Ref. 13 and the reader may refer to this paper for details on the
phases for which more information is required. It may be noted that
calculated equilibrium formation enthalpies decrease in the same
order as the aging sequence presented in Sec. I.
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does not change. However, their presence modifies the con-
struction of the cluster expansion in two important ways.
First, the energy E	 in Eqs. 2, 4, and 5 includes the
contribution of the spectator species so that the ECI coupling
two sites also includes the indirect interaction between these
sites mediated through the spectator specie. The second ef-
fect of the spectator species is that they lower the symmetry
of the sublattice of interest so that the ECI associated with
two clusters that have apparently identical geometries may
still differ due to differing environments. Formally, cluster
equivalence is thus determined according to the joint space
group of the two sublattices.20 The conventional unit cells
considered for V2N1−xx and VN1−xx are illustrated in Fig.
1, where atoms on the N sublattice are indicated by yellow
and orange balls, respectively.
In Fig. 1a, the positions of the yellow atoms on the
nitrogen sublattice are active sites for N / substitution
while orange atoms are frozen. In the other structures, entire
nitrogen sublattice is active for N / substitution. The
-Fe2N structure has three formula units in the unit cell re-
sulting in the cell stoichiometry of V6N3, and is based on the
P3¯1m space group symmetry with six V atoms in 6k, two
orange N in 2d, and one yellow in 1a positions. Clus-
ter expansion was constructed with reference to V6N3 and
V6N21, allowing N / substitution on the 1a sites and
corresponds to sublattice cluster expansion of V2N1−xx for
x=0 to 1/3. Concentration range used for ground-state check-
ing was 0,1/2. The -Fe2N-type phase is based on the Pbcn
space group and has four formula units in the unit cell with V
atoms at 8d and N atoms at 4c sites. The cluster expan-
FIG. 4. Color online Cluster expansion and direct enumeration ground-state search results of formation energies of a -Fe2N-type
V2N1−xx, b -Fe2N-type V2N1−xx, c NaClB1-type VN1−xx, and d WCBh-type VN1−xx pseudobinary systems. Circles denote
the energies predicted from the cluster expansion for which the ab initio energy is known. The dotted line indicates the tie line connecting
low-energy configurations from which the ground states can be identified. The crosses denote predicted energies for a large database of
generated structures used to verify the ground states. Cluster expansion based on -Fe2N lattice covered all structures with at most 45 atoms
per unit cell. The -Fe2N cluster expansion covered structures with 48 atoms per unit cell. Cluster expansion based on NaCl and WC lattices
covered structures with 20 and 18 atoms per unit cell, respectively. The -Fe2N-type V2N1−xx cluster expansion used V6N30 and V6N21
as reference states for the calculation of formation energies. V8N40 and V8N04 are used as reference states for -Fe2N-type V2N1−xx.
For NaClB1 and WCBh-type VN1−xx, we used VN10 and VN01 as reference states. Energies of reference states are made of sum of
energies of corresponding number of bcc V and of N of N2 molecule so that the formation energies in the plots are with respect to bcc V and
isolated N2 molecule.
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sion was constructed with reference to V8N40 and
V8N04, allowing N / substitution on the sites correspond-
ing to 4c positions and corresponds to sublattice cluster
expansion of V2N1−xx for x=0 to 1. Concentration range
used for ground-state checking was 0,1/3. And for
NaClB1- and WCBh−VN1−xx, cluster expansions were
constructed with reference to VN and V. Concentration
range used for ground-state checking were 0,1/2 and
0,1/3, respectively.
The cluster expansions were constructed using the alloy
theoretic automated toolkit ATAT. ATAT proceeds by gradu-
ally increasing the number of clusters included in the cluster
expansion until the desired accuracy is achieved. For a given
set of structural energies, the optimal set of clusters is deter-
mined by minimizing the cross-validation CV score, de-
fined as sEs−Eˆ s¯21/2, where Es is the energy of structure
s while Eˆ s¯ is the energy predicted from the cluster expansion
using all structures except the structure s. The database of
structures used in the fit of the cluster expansion is gradually
enlarged by adding structures different from the structures
already considered in terms of the correlations 	.
In all the present cluster expansions, the energy E	 of
a given configuration 	 will be given as an excess energy,
which may be identified as the energy of formation of the
specific configuration
E	 = E	 − 1 − xEA + xEB , 8
where, for example, in the case of -Fe2N type V2N1−xx, A
is V6N3, B is V6N21, and x is the number of V6N21 in the
system 	. Energies of these reference states are made up of
sum of energies of corresponding number of bcc V and of
N2 /2. As the cluster expansion proceeds, the formation en-
ergies of the structures used for the cluster expansion are
plotted as function of concentration and configurations of the
system being studied. The ground states of the system are
identified by the points on the convex hull of formation en-
ergy. The ground-state search was carried out by exhaustive
enumeration by a direct determination of all possible
configurations.35 Formally such an approach is impossible
for very large unit cells as there are prohibitively large num-
ber of states to enumerate. Direct enumeration method is
both possible and very useful when applied to relatively
small unit cell consisting of about 50 atoms and we have
applied this method in this work.
Having constructed the cluster-expansion Hamiltonian, it
is used to perform Monte Carlo simulations in order to ob-
tain the heats of formation as a function of composition and
temperature. The Monte Carlo simulations were performed
using the program EMC2 of ATAT described elsewhere.36
EMC2 samples a semigrand canonical ensemble in which
chemical potential , temperature T, and pressure P are
specified with a conserved total number M=i=1
c Mi of par-
ticles. The composition or the molar fraction x	MiM ; i
=2, . . . ,c
 is allowed to vary with a constraint of i=1
c Mi
=M being fixed. The thermodynamic integration method was
used to determine the grand canonical potential  of each
phase  as a function of chemical potential . The grand
canonical potential at the starting point of the integration
path was obtained from the high-temperature series expan-
TABLE III. ECI’s parameters of V2N1−xx. The empty, point, and pair clusters are labeled as J0,1,
J1,1, and J2,1 , . . . ,n, respectively. Coordinates are in fraction of lattice vectors. Cluster size is defined as
the length of the longest pair contained in the cluster. In the cluster expansion of -Fe2N phase, 22 input
structures were used with a maximum of 45 atoms in the unit cell and has given a cross validation CV
=6 meV. Cluster expansion of -Fe2N phase used 25 input structures with a maximum of 48 atoms in the
unit cell and has given a CV=31 meV.
Cluster Coordinates
Size
Å Multiplicity ECI eV/cluster
-Fe2N-type lattice
J0,1 −7.033
J1,1 1.0,1.0,1.0 1 1.876
J2,1 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.0,1.0,2.0 4.560 1 0.021
J2,2 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.0,0.0,1.0 4.910 3 −0.001
J2,3 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.0,0.0,0.0 6.701 3 0.004
J2,4 1.0,1.0,1.0 2.0,1.0,0.0 6.701 3 0.003
-Fe2N-type lattice
J0,1 −5.256
J1,1 1.0,0.3732,0.25 4 1.486
J2,1 1.0,0.6268,0.75 1.0,0.3732,1.25 2.848 4 −0.012
J2,2 1.0,0.6268,0.75 0.5,0.8732,1.25 3.624 8 −0.029
J2,3 0.5,0.1268,0.75 1.0,−0.3732,0.75 3.648 8 −0.025
J2,4 1.0,0.6268,0.75 0.0,0.6268,0.75 4.533 4 −0.001
J2,5 1.0,0.6268,0.75 1.0,0.6268,−0.25 4.904 4 −0.004
J2,6 1.0,0.3732,0.25 1.0,−0.3732,−0.25 4.922 4 −0.022
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sion or low-temperature series expansion. For some of the
phases studied in this work, our Monte Carlo simulations
could not find stable equilibrium configurations for practical
temperatures. In such cases, it is natural to assume that short-
range order to be negligible and compute their formation
enthalpy in the limit of complete disorder using Bragg-
Williams approximation given by
Ex = 
f
DfJf2x − 1nf , 9
where nf is the number of sites in f . Here we have used the
fact that the average cluster functions 	 f=if	i= 2x
−1nf when the occupation of the sites is completely random.
B. Density-functional-theory calculations
The electronic-structure total-energy calculations of
VN1−x, metastable phases, supercells of NaCl and WC type
VN1−xx as well as input structures required for cluster ex-
pansion were performed using pseudopotential method and a
plane-wave-basis set, as implemented in the VASP code.37,38
VASP solves the Kohn-Sham equations self-consistently. For
the present study, the one-electron wave functions were ex-
panded in a plane-wave basis with a 400 eV energy cutoff
and the interaction of valence electrons with the core elec-
trons described by ultrasoft US pseudopotentials.39 The
generalized gradient approximation GGA of Perdew40 was
used for the exchange-correlation energy functional. We use
the first-order Methfessel-Paxton method41 of electronic oc-
cupancy with a smearing width of 0.1 eV. Brillouin-zone
integrations use Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh.42 The
choices for plane-wave energy cutoff, exchange-correlation
functional and k-points mesh are described in our previous
work.13 For the cluster-expansion calculations, we set
KPPRA=8000. KPPRA automatically set the k-point mesh
for similar systems.43 For NaCl-type VN, KPPRA=8000
translates to 161616 k-points grid.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Energetics of stable and metastable vanadium nitrides
First, the directly calculated energetics of the stable and
metastable vanadium nitrides is presented. Table II gives the
calculated equilibrium lattice parameters and formation en-
thalpy of the various phases considered in the direct DFT
calculations. For the calculation of energies of VN1−x
phase, based on the lowest nitrogen occupation probabilities
Table I, we chose to have four of 8g with x=z=1 /4 and
both of 2b sites vacant so that the superlattice cell corre-
sponds to V32N26. It is evident that the calculated lattice
parameter is in good agreement with experimental value
within 1.3%. No experimental value of formation enthalpy
is available for comparison with our calculated value of
H=−1029 meV /atom. This is of the same order as that of
TABLE IV. ECI’s parameters of VN1−xx in NaCl B1-type lattice. The empty, point, pair, and three-
body clusters are labeled as J0,1, J1,1, J2,1 . . . ,n, and J3,1 . . . ,n, respectively. Coordinates are in
fraction of lattice vectors. Cluster size is defined as the length of the longest pair contained in the cluster. This
calculation used 35 structures with a maximum of 20 atoms in the unit cell as input in the cluster expansion
fit and has given a CV=77 meV.
Cluster Coordinates
Size
Å Multiplicity ECI meV/cluster
J0,1 −1.224
J1,1 1.0,1.0,1.0 1 1.098
J2,1 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.5,1.0,0.5 2.920 6 0.040
J2,2 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,1.0 4.130 3 0.013
J2,3 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 12 0.000
J2,4 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 6 0.014
J2,5 1.0,1.0,1.0 2.5,1.0,0.5 6.530 12 −0.004
J3,1 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.5,1.0,0.5 1.5,0.5,1.0 2.920 8 −0.012
J3,2 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,0.5,1.0 0.0,1.0,1.0 4.130 12 0.006
J3,3 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,1.0,0.5 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 24 −0.002
J3,4 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.5,1.5,1.0 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 24 0.002
J3,5 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,1.5,1.0 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 24 0.000
J3,6 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 24 0.007
J3,7 1.0,1.0,1.0 1.5,1.5,0.0 0.5,2.0,0.5 5.058 8 0.002
J3,8 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,0.5,1.0 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 48 −0.003
J3,9 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,1.0,1.5 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 6 −0.006
J3,10 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 12 −0.001
J3,11 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.5,0.0,1.5 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 12 0.003
J3,12 1.0,1.0,1.0 0.0,2.0,1.0 0.0,1.0,2.0 5.840 8 0.010
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VN1−x phase. Other choices considered for nitrogen-
vacancy sites were found to increase the formation enthalpy.
For the first metastable phase, V16N, it is seen from Table II
that the calculated equilibrium lattice parameters are in good
agreement with experimental values. Although the variation
in b lattice constant by 2.7% from experiment is on the upper
limit of DFT accuracy, it may be noted that the structure used
in the calculation is built from an ordering of N atoms in the
V sublattice based on experimental information where the
lattice parameter is known to show variation with composi-
tion of the alloy. The formation enthalpy is calculated to be
−156 meV /atom. For the second metastable phase, V9N2 or
V9N1, a set of three calculations were carried out corre-
sponding to different N occupancy in the structure as de-
scribed in Sec. I. Table II lists corresponding lattice param-
eters and formation enthalpies. The V54N6-V9N1 Oct1 and
V54N12-V9N2 Tet involves nitrogen occupancy in the usual
octahedral and tetrahedral interstitial sites of bcc lattice, re-
spectively. The V54N12-V9N2 Oct2 corresponds to nitrogen
atoms located in the other octahedral sites specific to the
space group of the phase. It is evident that the calculated
equilibrium lattice parameter of V54N6-V9N1 Oct1 is in
close agreement with the experimental value. For other
choices, our calculated lattice parameters are larger by
2.5–3 % of the experimental values. Further, the calculated
formation enthalpy is significantly lower for V54N6-V9N1
Oct1 than that of V54N12-V9N2 Oct2. The formation en-
thalpy of V54N12-V9N2 Tet is comparable to that of
V54N6-V9N1 Oct1. These formation enthalpies thus show a
preference to V9N1 over V9N2. Between the two choices of
V9N2, the one with nitrogen atoms located in the regular
tetrahedral sites is the more likely possibility. The low-
formation enthalpy of V9N2 Tet, comparable to the mini-
mum energy V9N1 Oct1, is in accordance with the fact that
the V9N2 Tet is analogous to Ta9N2 phase with N atoms in
tetrahedral sites. Such an isomorphism is not surprising as V
and Ta are from the same group in the periodic table. Thus,
our DFT-calculated formation enthalpies distinguish the
three possible configurations considered for the second meta-
stable phase, which was very difficult to resolve by electron-
diffraction study.10
For the third metastable phase, V8N, our calculated lattice
parameters Table II are in good agreement with the experi-
mental value. We further observe that the formation enthalpy
of the metastable phases is an order of magnitude higher
compared to that of the equilibrium phases.
The results of supercell calculation for pseudobinary for-
mation enthalpy of VN1−xx are shown in Fig. 2. Formation
enthalpies of NaCl- and WC-type VN1−xx are plotted with
respect VN and V for various values of x. It is evident that
nitrogen vacancies stabilize NaCl phase rather than WC
phase establishing the calculated phase stability in agreement
with experiments. We complement these results with cluster
expansion study in the next section. In Fig. 3, we have pre-
sented our calculated formation enthalpy of the various
phases of stable and metastable vanadium nitrides, compared
with experiments where available. The formation enthalpies
of low-energy phases are seen to decrease in the same order
as in the aging sequence. Figure 3 is actually an updated
version presented in a previous work Ravi Ref. 13 and the
reader may refer to this paper for details on the phases for
which more information is required.
TABLE V. ECI’s parameters of VN1−xx in WCBh-type lattice. The empty, point, and pair clusters are
labeled as J0,1, J1,1, and J2,1 . . . ,n, respectively. Coordinates are in fraction of lattice vectors. Cluster
size is defined as the length of the longest pair contained in the cluster. This calculation used 23 structures
with a maximum of 18 atoms in the unit cell as input in the cluster expansion fit and has given a CV
=50 meV.
Cluster Coordinates
Size
Å Multiplicity ECI meV/cluster
J0,1 −0.794
J1,1 2/3,1/3,1/2 1 1.442
J2,1 2/3,1/3,1/2 2/3,1/3,3/2 2.650 1 0.016
J2,2 2/3,1/3,1/2 5/3,1/3,1/2 2.750 3 −0.014
J2,3 2/3,1/3,1/2 5 /3,1 /3,−1 /2 3.820 6 −0.020
J2,4 2/3,1/3,1/2 −1 /3,4 /3,1 /2 4.763 3 −0.004
J2,5 2/3,1/3,1/2 2 /3,1 /3,−3 /2 5.300 1 0.004
J2,6 2/3,1/3,1/2 −1 /3,4 /3,−1 /2 5.450 6 −0.004
J2,7 2/3,1/3,1/2 2 /3,−5 /3,1 /2 5.500 3 0.004
J2,8 2/3,1/3,1/2 5 /3,1 /3,−3 /2 5.971 6 −0.003
J2,9 2/3,1/3,1/2 2 /3,−5 /3,−1 /2 6.105 6 −0.008
J2,10 2/3,1/3,1/2 −1 /3,5 /3,−3 /2 7.125 6 −0.001
J2,11 2/3,1/3,1/2 5 /3,−5 /3,1 /2 7.275 6 0.002
J2,12 2/3,1/3,1/2 2 /3,−5 /3,−3 /2 7.638 6 0.003
J2,13 2/3,1/3,1/2 −4 /3,4 /3,−1 /2 7.743 12 0.000
J2,14 2/3,1/3,1/2 2 /3,1 /3,−5 /2 7.950 1 0.008
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B. Cluster expansion and phase stability
In this section, we present the results of cluster expansion
Monte Carlo simulation for the phase stability and thermo-
dynamic properties of V2N1−xx and VN1−xx. For
V2N1−xx, two cluster expansions were constructed with
-Fe2N and -Fe2N structures as parent lattices. For
VN1−xx, the cluster expansions were constructed with Na-
ClB1 and WCBh structures as parent lattices. Results of
cluster-expansions and ground-state searches via direct enu-
meration showing the formation energies of V2N1−xx and
VN1−xx pseudobinary systems are given in Fig. 4. The ECI
obtained from cluster expansions for each of the four parent
lattices are give in Tables III–V and are shown in Fig. 5.
Unlike ECI’s in a binary alloy system, the pair and three-
body interaction parameters in a pseudobinary system are
considered as pseudopair and pseudo-three-body interaction
parameters due to the interactions with the spectator specie.
Actually, each ECI in the CE method renormalizes in it all
interatomic potentials two-body, three-body, etc., summed
over all interatomic distances so that even the nearest-
neighbor-pair ECI of CE contains information from all inter-
atomic interactions.
Therefore the CE method is often referred to as “renor-
malized interaction” approach.30 It is evident that the magni-
tudes of the ECI’s generally decay with distance and with
cluster size. In the case of V2N1−xx, convergence of the
cluster expansion is fairly fast requiring a maximum of six
pair terms while in the case of VN1−xx convergence is rela-
tively slow. For NaCl phase, interactions up to fifth neighbor
pairs and 12 three-body terms are required to obtain the de-
sired CV score. Cluster expansion of WC phase includes
interactions up to 14th neighbor pairs.
As shown in Fig. 4, the cluster expansions of V2N1−xx
on the -Fe2N parent lattice have predicted several ground
states between V6N30 and V6N21 whereas the cluster ex-
pansion with -Fe2N-type phase as parent lattice has pre-
dicted no intermediate ground states. Similarly, the cluster
expansions of NaCl-type VN1−xx has identified several
ground states between VN and V and no intermediate
ground-states for WC phase. These cluster expansion results
show that nitrogen vacancies lower the formation energy of
-Fe2N-type V2N1−xx and NaCl-type VN1−xx compared
to -Fe2N- and WC-type phases, respectively.
Similar to the cluster-expansion results, our supercell cal-
culation of phase stability of VN1−xx has shown that nitro-
gen vacancies stabilize NaCl phase rather than WC phase.
Generally, the nitrogen vacancies in the substoichiometric
VN1−xx phase are disordered. Although the supercell calcu-
lations ignore the disorder, it is apparent that they have cap-
tured the energetic effect of nitrogen vacancies correctly.
Therefore, we examine the electronic density of states DOS
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FIG. 5. Calculated ECI versus cluster diameter. X axis shows cluster diameters, first for pair clusters beginning with label “pair,” next for
triplet clusters, and so on. Cluster diameter is defined as the length of the longest pair contained in the cluster. Although triplet clusters are
present only in plot c, the X-axis scale is maintained same in all the plots for the sake of easy comparison. It is evident that the magnitudes
of the ECI’s generally decrease with distance and with cluster size. We see that for V2N1−xx, convergence of the cluster expansion is fairly
fast, requiring a maximum of six pair terms. In the case of VN1−xx, convergence is relatively slow. For NaCl phase, interactions up to fifth
neighbor pairs and 12 three-body terms are required to obtain the desired CV score. Cluster expansion of WC phase includes interactions up
to 14th neighbor pairs.
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for understanding the different behavior of nitrogen vacancy
on the phase stability of VN1−xx between NaCl and WC
phases.
DOS near the Fermi level is seen to be considerably af-
fected by incorporation of nitrogen vacancies because this is
where vacancy states appear and therefore is critical in de-
termining the phase stability. This is shown in Fig. 6. This
part of DOS is made predominately of V-d states mixed with
some amount of N-p states. We see from these figures that
vacancy-induced states appear as peaks in the DOS of both
NaCl and WC phases. However, DOS at the Fermi level,
NEF, is lowered in the NaCl phase whereas it is seen to
increase in the WC phase with increasing concentration of
nitrogen vacancies. It can also be seen that, between NaCl
and WC phases, the occupied DOS curve near the Fermi
level has different tendency. That is, for a small but equal
amount of decrease in energy, NaCl phase would release
more electron states than the WC phase. This tendency of
DOS combined with variation in NEF indicates that nitro-
gen vacancies stabilize NaCl phase over the WC phase.44,45
Hugosson et al.45 have studied the phase stability and
bonding mechanisms in stoichiometric and substoichiometric
molybdenum carbide. This study shows that carbon vacan-
cies lower the energy of NaCl phase and makes the phase
more stable. On the other hand, in the WC phase, carbon
vacancies increase the energy, making the phase less stable.
In the Mo-C system, both NaCl- and WC-type MoC phases
are observed. NaCl-type MoC is known to have wide homo-
geneity range as is NaCl-type VN while WC-type MoC has
small homogeneity range. Our phase stability calculations
thus show that VN behaves like MoC. Similarly, in the Fe-N
system, -Fe2N1−x is known to be stable in the range from
-Fe3N to -Fe2N. When -Fe2N stoichiometry has to be
reached, -Fe2N phase is known to appear. The -Fe2N phase
is known to have negligible homogeneity range.46 Our clus-
ter expansion results show that nitrogen vacancies stabilize
-Fe2N phase of V2N1−xx rather than -Fe2N phase. Thus,
phase stability of V2N1−xx has similar behavior as
VN1−xx between NaCl and WC phases, possibly due to
similar stability mechanism.
We have calculated the formation enthalpy of -Fe2N-type
V2N1−xx and NaClB1-type VN1−xx for the disordered
states using the respective cluster expansion Hamiltonian in
a semigrand canonical Monte Carlo simulation. The state of
thermodynamic equilibrium for these nonstoichiometric ni-
trides below 300 K is known to exhibit order. But, a disor-
dered state is realized as the substance is subjected to normal
cooling subsequent to high-temperature synthesis and most
of the experimental work deals with the disordered phases.11
Melting point of both V2N1−xx and VN1−xx are known to
be well above 2000 K. Experimental formation enthalpy of
VN1−xx is known for 1700 K. In the Monte Carlo simula-
tions, we compute the formation enthalpy of the disordered
phases at T=2000 K. For -Fe2N-type V2N1−xx, our MC
simulation used a 222221 supercell with 60 984 V sites
and 30 492 N sites making up a total of 91 476 sites. One-
third of the 30 492 N sites, i.e., 10 164, are active sites for
sampling with  /N. For NaCl-type phase, a 222222
supercell was used. This cell had a total of 21 296 sites of
which 10 648 are active sites occupied by N /. For -Fe2N-
and WC-type phases, our Monte Carlo simulations find the
disordered state to be thermodynamically unstable for T
2000 K. This is verified for several combinations of
chemical potentials and moderate precision on the average
concentration of the alloy. Therefore, Bragg-Williams ap-
proximation is employed for computing the formation en-
thalpy of these phases. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
For V2N1−xx, measured values of formation enthalpy are
available only for values of x close to 0. The plots in Fig. 7
show that both -Fe2N and -Fe2N phases have approxi-
mately same formation enthalpies for low nitrogen-vacancy
concentrations. However, with increasing nitrogen vacancies,
we see that the mixing enthalpy of the -Fe2N phase shows a
negative curvature while that of the -Fe2N phase has a posi-
tive curvature. This shows that nitrogen vacancies make
-Fe2N phase unstable whereas they make the -Fe2N phase
more stable. For VN1−xx, our calculated formation enthalpy
of NaCl phase is in good agreement with experimental
results.12,47 Also, the calculated formation enthalpy of WC
phase has lower value than that of the NaCl phase near the
stoichiometric concentration. However, it becomes higher
than that of NaCl phase as nitrogen vacancies are introduced.
This result shows that our cluster expansion Monte Carlo
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FIG. 6. Color online Electronic density of states of VN1−xx
as a function of nitrogen-vacancy concentration between NaCl and
WC phases. In both the phases, additional peaks appear in the DOS
below Fermi level due to nitrogen vacancies. On the other hand, the
DOS at Fermi level, NEF, decreases with increasing nitrogen va-
cancy for NaCl phase while it increases in the WC phase. Inset in
the bottom plot shows this variation in NEF between NaCl and
WC phases.
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simulations combined with DFT calculations enables calcu-
lation of formation enthalpy of random phase in close agree-
ment with experiments.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the phase stability of stable and meta-
stable vanadium nitrides using density functional theory
based total-energy calculations combined with cluster expan-
sion Monte Carlo simulation and supercell methods. Com-
puted formation enthalpies of the various stable and meta-
stable vanadium nitrides considering the available structural
models are found to be in close agreement with experimental
values where available. The formation enthalpies of all the
phases, seen in aging experiments, have been computed and
we find them to follow the same sequence in which they
appear in the experiments. For one of the metastable phases,
V9N2 or V9N1, experiments indicate three possible order-
ing of nitrogen atoms but it was difficult to resolve among
the three by electron-diffraction studies. Our DFT-based
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FIG. 7. Color online Formation enthalpy of disordered state V2N1−xx and VN1−xx compared with the available experimental data.
Top plot shows the formation enthalpy of V2N1−xx as a function of nitrogen-vacancy concentration for the -Fe2N and -Fe2N phases. In
this plot we show formation energy for nitrogen-vacancy concentrations of up to x=0.3333% as this is the range for which the cluster
expansion was constructed to be accurate. Bottom plot shows the formation enthalpy of VN1−xx for the NaClB1 and WCBh phases.
Melting point of both V2N1−xx and VN1−xx are known to be well above 2000 K. Experimental formation enthalpy of VN1−xx is known
for 1700 K Kieda et al. Ref. 47. In the Monte Carlo simulation, we fixed T=2000 K. For -Fe2N and WCBh phases, the Monte Carlo
simulations finds the disordered state to be thermodynamically unstable for T2000 K. However, for these phases, we show the formation
enthalpies obtained from Bragg-Williams approximation.
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study of energetics resolves this and shows that V9N1 with N
placed in the usual octahedral interstitial sites has lowest
energy compared to V9N2. Between V9N2 Tet and V9N2
Oct2, first one with N atoms in tetrahedral sites is seen to
have lower energy. It is known that DFT calculation shows
stoichiometric V2N to be polymorphic in -Fe2N and -Fe2N
structures within a few meV and VN more stable in WCBh
phase than experimental NaClB1 structure. The results of
the present study demonstrate that the N vacancies in VN
render the observed NaCl structure stable though stoichio-
metric VN has WC structure. Similarly, the -Fe2N structure
of V2N is shown to be more stable compared to the stoichi-
ometric -Fe2N structure.
Analysis of supercell calculated electronic DOS of
VN1−xx with varying x, in NaCl and WC phases, shows
that, in both the phases, the DOS peak below the Fermi level
is shifted toward lower energy, with appearance of additional
states due to nitrogen vacancies. On the other hand, the ni-
trogen vacancies increase the DOS at Fermi level in WC
phase, whereas decrease the DOS in NaCl phase, hence we
identify this to be a stability mechanism. Comparing V-N
system to Fe-N system, -Fe2N1−x is experimentally found to
be more stable than -Fe2N. On decreasing x from 0.33 to 0,
the -Fe2N phase appears as the stable phase over the -Fe2N
Ref. 46. The -Fe2N phase is known to have a narrow
homogeneity range. Our cluster expansion results confirm
that nitrogen vacancies stabilize -Fe2N phase of V2N1−xx
rather than -Fe2N phase. In this way, phase stability of
V2N1−xx has similar behavior as VN1−xx between NaCl
and WC phases, possibly due to similar stability mechanism.
In addition to the T=0 K calculations, Monte Carlo simula-
tions were used for computing the finite-temperature-
formation enthalpies of these nitrides as a function of
nitrogen-vacancy concentration and found close agreement
for NaClB1 phase of VN1−xx, for which measured values
are available. This strengthens the efficacy of cluster expan-
sion Monte Carlo methods combined with DFT calculations
for studying phase equilibrium in transition-metal nitrides
exhibiting characteristic nonstoichiometric interstitial com-
pound phases.
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